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1. I thought that seminar was really __________ for us.
   A. interested  B. interesting  C. interestingly  D. interest  E. No correct answer

2. She’s __________ in one of the major aeronautical companies.
   A. engineer  B. a engineer  C. an engineer  D. engineers  E. No correct answer

3. The best way to learn a foreign language is to travel __________.
   A. foreign  B. stranger  C. apart  D. abroad  E. No correct answer

4. They do not own their flat. They __________ it from a landlord.
   A. lend  B. loan  C. rent  D. raise  E. No correct answer

5. I’m still considering several options. I __________ my mind yet.
   A. haven’t made up  B. didn’t make up  C. don’t make up  D. am not making up  E. No correct answer

6. In France, attending school is __________ until the age of 16.
   A. optional  B. elective  C. mandatory  D. advisory  E. No correct answer

7. Let’s take the lift. The office is __________ the fourth floor.
   A. at  B. in  C. by  D. on  E. No correct answer

8. These shoes are __________. I have to buy new ones.
   A. worn out  B. wore out  C. wear out  D. weared out  E. No correct answer
9. __________ food must be grown without pesticides, chemical fertilizers and antibiotics.
   A. Vegetarian  B. Biodegradable  C. Biofuel  D. Organic  E. No correct answer

10. We've been working in this company __________.
    A. since six months  B. for 2005  C. one year ago  D. for the beginning  E. No correct answer

11. We are __________ for all the help you have given us.
    A. true gratefully  B. truly grateful  C. true grateful  D. truly gratefully  E. No correct answer

12. They __________ be home by now. They left over an hour ago and it's not that far.
    A. mustn't  B. can't  C. ought  D. should  E. No correct answer

13. Peter tried to __________ but couldn't avoid hitting the van which had stopped right in front of him.
    A. brake  B. quake  C. strike  D. stall  E. No correct answer

14. He didn't like his new job and __________ after six months.
    A. quote  B. quit  C. quitted  D. quite  E. No correct answer

15. Have you __________ been there?
    No, and I have no plans to go.
    A. still  B. yet  C. ever  D. either  E. No correct answer

16. Make sure you have it done __________ Monday. That deadline is not flexible.
    A. in  B. by  C. at  D. to  E. No correct answer

17. This discovery is considered to be a major scientific __________ that happens only once every decade.
    A. breakthrough  B. breakup  C. breakaway  D. breakdown  E. No correct answer

18. A strong gust of wind __________ his hat off his head.
    A. blowed  B. blown  C. blew  D. blue  E. No correct answer
19. The computer is running slowly again. I think _________ hard drive needs emptying.
   A. his   B. her   C. its   D. their   E. No correct answer

20. I'm having a lot _________ problems than I anticipated. This may take some time.
   A. of   B. fewer   C. less   D. more   E. No correct answer

21. Passengers with nothing to declare move quickly through _________.
   A. customers   B. costumes   C. customary   D. custard   E. No correct answer

22. I _________ about it for a few minutes and decided against.
   A. think   B. don't think   C. will think   D. thought   E. No correct answer

23. I can't believe we _________ petrol five hundred yards from the petrol station.
   A. ran out of   B. ran out   C. ran down   D. ran into   E. No correct answer

24. _________ this computer ever _________? It looks brand new.
   A. Has…been used   B. Has…used   C. Does…use   D. Is…using   E. No correct answer

25. This house is enormous. It's much _________ your old place.
   A. big than   B. biggest than   C. bigger as   D. bigger than   E. No correct answer

26. We will be _________ shortly. Please make sure all tablets and mobile phones are off.
   A. taking down   B. taking up   C. taking off   D. taking in   E. No correct answer

27. They _________ working very long hours in this job.
   A. used to   B. are used to   C. use to   D. usually   E. No correct answer

28. The business went so heavily in debt that it ended up filing for _________.
   A. banknote   B. bank statement   C. bankruptcy   D. bank robbery   E. No correct answer
29. At the top of the company, you find the Chairman and the CEO (Chief _________ Officer).
A. Exclusive   B. Executive   C. Exercising   D. Empowering   E. No correct answer

30. We have plenty of time. It _________ be finished before the end of this month.
A. mustn’t to   B. hasn’t to   C. doesn’t have to   D. doesn’t must   E. No correct answer

31. Some of us feared he would never _________ from his injury.
A. uncover   B. discover   C. recover   D. take over   E. No correct answer

32. We will agree to that if you _________ your price by ten percent.
A. will lower   B. would lower   C. lowered   D. are lowering   E. No correct answer

33. There are very _________ pens left. We should order some more.
A. few   B. little   C. much   D. many   E. No correct answer

34. There is just _________ way he’s going to agree to that.
A. any   B. none   C. no-one   D. no   E. No correct answer

35. The _________ effect relates to the gases which humans release and which keep the Earth warm.
A. ozone   B. carbon   C. greenhouse   D. environmental   E. No correct answer

36. She used to be a singer but she hasn't _________ in years.
A. sang   B. singed   C. sanged   D. song   E. No correct answer

37. The issue of cybercrime is becoming a matter of great _________.
A. pattern   B. concern   C. modern   D. govern   E. No correct answer

38. Do you think the boss will mind if I take the afternoon _________?
A. away   B. off   C. out   D. up   E. No correct answer
39. We're going for a drink. __________ with us?
A. have you come   B. did you come   C. are you coming   D. had you come   E. No correct answer

40. She's not feeling well so she's __________ home.
A. going to   B. going at   C. going into   D. going   E. No correct answer

41. Let me __________ on that. I don't have the figures on me.
A. get you back   B. get back to you   C. get your back   D. get back yours   E. No correct answer

42. If he wanted the job, he __________ for it.
A. will apply   B. applies   C. would apply   D. were applying   E. No correct answer

43. He was __________ from school for plagiarism and cheating.
A. expelled   B. expensed   C. extended   D. extorted   E. No correct answer

44. How many pages __________ when he fell asleep?
A. did he read   B. had he read   C. has he read   D. is he reading   E. No correct answer
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